Introduction {#sec1}
============

The corticospinal tract is known to subserve a number of different functions ([@ref17]; [@ref22]) and this is probably reflected in the wide range of fiber diameters present in the tract, particularly in primates ([@ref10]; [@ref18]; [@ref6]). Pyramidal tract neurons (PTNs) can be antidromically activated from the PT, and studying the activity of these neurons during a wide range of motor and other tasks has been a particularly fruitful approach to understanding corticospinal function ([@ref5]; [@ref52]; [@ref15]; [@ref53]; [@ref33]). However, anatomical and electrophysiological approaches to the primate corticospinal tract reveal very contrasting accounts. While anatomical studies have emphasized the huge preponderance of fine, myelinated axons within the tract, with axon diameters of 0.5--3 μm ([@ref10]; [@ref38]; [@ref13]), recordings of antidromic responses evoked in PTNs by stimulation of the PT are dominated by responses of neurons with relatively short antidromic latencies (ADLs), indicating large, fast-conducting axons (e.g., [@ref11]; [@ref6]). Recordings from primary motor cortex (M1), premotor, and supplementary motor cortex ([@ref5]; [@ref11]; [@ref25]; [@ref6]) all reveal a strong bias toward fast-conducting PTNs.

Responses from 'slow PTNs,' with conduction velocities (CV) \<10 m/s, which, on anatomical grounds, might be expected to make up the bulk of the responses, are largely missing from published studies. As a result, our understanding of how the different components of the corticospinal system function is far from complete. A first step in understanding the role of the slow-conducting neurons would be to discover why slow PTNs are so under-represented in electrophysiological studies. Once methods for identifying these neurons have been developed, it should be possible to study the functional contribution of these slow PTNs in awake animals, using the same approaches that have been so successful in the study of the fast-conducting PTNs.

There are a number of possible explanations for the 'corticospinal discrepancy' between anatomical and electrophysiological studies ([@ref16]). First, it is possible that conventional stimulation parameters applied to the PT fail to excite the finer axons within the tract. Second, slow PTNs might be expected to arise from neurons with small cell bodies and these might be under-represented in extracellular recording studies, because of the well-known bias in such recordings toward large neurons ([@ref51]; [@ref11]). A final possibility is inhibition or collision resulting from recurrent synaptic actions on slow PTNs caused by stimulation of fast corticospinal axons. These recurrent effects would act upon slow PTNs well before antidromic impulses in their own axons arrive at the cell body. Recurrent inhibition (RI) could hyperpolarize slow PTNs and prevent antidromic invasion, as suggested by [@ref13]).

In this study, we tested a silicon probe with multiple (32) recording sites spaced at high density on a single shaft. We used these probes in a series of experiments in anesthetized rats and macaque monkeys. The first experiments, in the rat, were a good test of the electrode being capable of recording from slow PTNs, because the population of PTNs in the rat is relatively homogenous, with small pyramidal neurons having axons of up to 2.5 μm in diameter; rodents lack the large, fast PTNs seen in primates and other species ([@ref29]; [@ref19]). These experiments established that we could antidromically identify PTNs in rat sensorimotor cortex with latencies likely to reflect CVs \<10 m/s, and that PT stimulation intensities used were in a range similar to that used for antidromic activation of fast PTNs in the macaque. Subsequently, we used these same approaches in the macaques to search in primary motor cortex for slow PTNs with long ADLs, again corresponding to CVs \<10 m/s. We purposely focused on PTNs with longer ADLs. We found no evidence that RI from fast PTNs prevented antidromic invasion of slow PTNs.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

All experiments were approved by the Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Board of Newcastle University, where they were carried out, and performed under appropriate personal and project licenses issued by the UK Home Office.

Preparatory Surgery {#sec3}
-------------------

*Macaque monkeys* Three adult female Rhesus macaques (L, N, and O, body weights: 5.9, 6.9, and 8.8 kg, respectively), which were all purpose bred for research, were used. Macaques were socially-housed in groups. Anesthesia was induced with ketamine (10 mg/kg i.m.), supplemented by medetomidine (3 μg/kg i.m.) and midazolam (0.3 mg/kg i.m.) (monkey O) or propofol (1.3--4.4 mg/kg, monkeys L and N) General anesthesia during surgery consisted of sevoflurane (2--3% in 100% oxygen) and alfentanil (0.4--0.57 μg/kg/min i.v.). Meloxicam (0.3 mg/kg i.m., all animals) and paracetamol (25 mg/kg, monkey O only) were given to augment analgesia. Antibiotic was given to reduce the risk of infection (cefotaxime 20 mg/kg i.v. or co-amoxiclav, 12.5--20 mg/kg i.v.). Methylprednisolone (5.4 mg/kg/h i.v.) was given to reduce cerebral oedema. Hartmann's solution was given to prevent dehydration (approximately 5 mL/kg/h; rates adjusted to provide, with drug infusions, a total rate of around 10 mL/kg/h). A tracheotomy was made, allowing positive pressure artificial ventilation. A central arterial line inserted via the carotid artery provided continual arterial blood pressure monitoring. The bladder was catheterized. The animal's temperature was maintained by a warm air blanket and thermostatic heat pad.

After placing in a stereotaxic head holder, a craniotomy was made over the right motor cortex and the dura removed. A stimulating electrode (tungsten insulated with parylene, Microprobes Inc., part number LF501G) with a tip impedance of \~10 kΩ was advanced into the medullary PT on the right side, via a craniotomy extending rostrally from the foramen magnum, at an angle of 30° and with coordinates 2.0 mm caudal to obex and 1.0 mm from the midline. The antidromic volley from the surface of the ipsilateral (right) motor cortex was recorded, and the electrode fixed at the point of lowest threshold (8--9 mm below obex, volley threshold \<25 μA). A laminectomy was made to expose the cervical spinal cord and stimulating electrodes, identical to those in the PT, were then implanted into the lateral funiculus on the left side at C3 and at C6 around 1.5--2.0 mm below the surface of the cord.

After all surgery was completed, anesthesia was switched to continuous i.v. infusion of alfentanil (0.4--1.2 μg/kg/h), ketamine (6--10 mg/kg/h) and midazolam (0.3 mg/kg/h), and sevoflurane was reduced (to 0% in monkeys L, N; to 0.5% in monkey O), as we have found that this regime provides good central nervous system activity while maintaining a stable plane of anesthesia. Anesthetic monitoring throughout consisted of pulse oximetry, heart rate, arterial blood pressure, core and peripheral temperature, and end-tidal CO~2~. Rapid increases of heart rate or blood pressure in response to noxious stimuli, or slowly increasing trends in either measure, were taken as indicative of waning levels of anesthesia and supplementary doses of the injectable agents were given.

*Rats* Two adult male Sprague--Dawley rats (body weights: 345 and 360 g) were anesthetized with urethane (1.3 g/kg i.p.) and buprenorphine (10 μg/kg i.p.), supplemented with isoflurane (1--2% in 100% oxygen). All surgery was carried out under additional isoflurane. The head was mounted in a stereotaxic head holder. A craniotomy was made over the left sensorimotor cortex and the dura removed. As in the monkeys, the brainstem was exposed by a craniotomy rostral to the foramen magnum, and a single stimulating electrode advanced into the left pyramidal tract (the electrode was positioned 1 mm rostral and 0.5 mm lateral to obex), while monitoring the antidromic volley from the ipsilateral motor cortex. The electrode was fixed around 4.5 mm below obex with a volley threshold of \~25 μA.

Recording and Stimulation {#sec4}
-------------------------

A 32-contact silicon recording probe (poly3, NeuroNexus) was mounted on a piezoelectric micromanipulator (Newport part number PZA12), and angled to penetrate the primary motor cortex normal to the cortical surface. The probe (shaft width 114 μm, 15 μm thick) had 32 contacts (diameter 15 μm; typical impedance at 1 kHz 750 kΩ) arranged in an array which spanned a region 290 μm high by 51 μm wide. The probe was connected to a digital headstage (Intan technologies, RHD2132; bandpass 1 Hz-10 kHz, gain 200) and digital data were sampled to computer disk at 25 kSamples/s (Intan Technologies Recording Controller). The probe was slowly advanced into the cortex (2 μm step every 1.5 s) using a modified version of a program previously developed to locate intracellular recordings with micropipette electrodes automatically ([@ref4]). Critically, this program synchronized search stimuli applied to the PT with the recording electrode movement cycle, so that sweeps were not corrupted by movement artifact.

The PT search stimuli consisted of two shocks delivered 10 ms apart (intensity ≥750 μA; charge-balanced biphasic stimuli, 100 μs per phase). This helped to identify putative antidromic responses, since these almost always followed both stimuli, whereas synaptic responses were usually far less consistent to the second shock. In addition, while the response to the first stimulus could show some jitter in latency, probably related to previous spontaneous activity in the neuron, responses to the second stimulus showed less jitter ([@ref45]).

Another advantage of this double shock was to test for effects of RI blocking antidromic invasion. Since early work had suggested that RI from a PT shock might take several milliseconds to build up ([@ref43]; [@ref49]) the second shock, at 10 ms, would have arrived when inhibition should be well-developed. Therefore, we predicted that if inhibition blocked antidromic invasion of a PTN, this should result in a lack of responses in the PTN to the second shock.

The experimenter stopped the automated electrode advance as soon as a putative antidromic response was identified, making subsequent small adjustments via manual commands to the piezoelectric manipulator as required to optimize the recording.

Identification of Antidromic Responses in Slow PTNs {#sec5}
---------------------------------------------------

In each track, we searched for neurons showing responses at a relatively fixed latency after the PT stimulus. There was only a small amount of jitter in the ADL, presumably reflecting periods of super- and subnormal activity in the axon after passage of a spontaneous spike ([@ref45]). Stimulation rate was 2 Hz. We deliberately ignored short-latency responses from fast PTNs and instead searched for PTNs with latencies of \>2.5 ms (rat) or \>3.8 ms (macaque). After determining the threshold (T) for each cell, all further tests, including latency measurements, were carried out at 1.2 × T. A number of criteria were used to confirm responses as antidromic (see Results). We checked that responses had low jitter in latency, a sharp and stable threshold, and followed a train of high-frequency stimuli (three shocks, interstimulus interval \[ISI\] 3 ms). 'Perfect' following (a response to every stimulus in the train on every sweep; up to 300 sweeps were checked) was found in the majority of slow PTNs; however, a minority showed failures on some sweeps. Some of the tested neurons were spontaneously active and this allowed us to confirm collision of the antidromic responses ([@ref21]).

Further Tests to Characterize Slow PTNs {#sec6}
---------------------------------------

In both rats and macaques, we looked at two additional properties of slow PTNs:

*Responses to strong stimulation of the PT*: we reasoned that if slow PTNs receive recurrent synaptic effects via collaterals of faster PT axons, these effects would be greatest when we tested maximal PT shocks (up to 2 mA). We therefore compared antidromic invasion of slow PTNs at 1.2 T and then at the higher intensity.

*Volatile anesthesia*: we reasoned that deepening anesthesia would suppress activity in cortical neurons, blocking recurrent synaptic effects while leaving antidromic conduction in corticospinal axons intact. We therefore initially searched for PTNs while injectable anesthesia was supplemented with volatile anesthetic (isoflurane in rats, servoflurane in macaques, both at 1%). As volatile agents are known to hyperpolarize cortical cells, this should have reduced RI by making the interneurons less excitable. Once a slow PTN had been isolated, we turned off the gas anesthesia for several minutes until end-tidal concentration of the volatile agent had decreased to \<0.5%, before retesting the responses to PT stimulation to determine if there was any evidence of antidromic failure. We then restored gas anesthesia, before searching for the next PTN.

In macaques, we looked at two further properties of slow PTNS:

*Spinal termination of slow PTNs*: in the macaque most PTNs have axons which continue into the spinal cord ([@ref11]). In two macaques (L,N), we tested each PTN for antidromic responses from stimulating electrodes in the rostral (C3 level) and caudal (C6) dorsolateral funiculus (DLF) of the cervical cord. Search stimuli up to 2 mA were used.

*Intracortical injection of bicuculline*: in the final part of two experiments (macaques N and O), the GABA~A~ antagonist, bicuculline, was microinjected close to the recording probe. Bicuculline should block RI generated by PT stimulation, relieving any blockade of antidromic invasion and thereby unmasking antidromic responses in slow PTNs. After the recording probe had been positioned close to slow PTNs in layer V, a fine needle (30 gauge) connected to a Hamilton syringe and automated pump (UMP3, World Precision Instruments), was lowered to a depth of 2.0--2.5 mm below the surface and a small volume (0.5--5 μL) of bicuculline methiodide (Sigma Aldrich catalogue number 14343 made up in sterile saline), was injected over a 2--5 min period. Recording was continued for around 20--40 min postinjection, before further slow PTNs were sought by moving the recording probe or making new penetrations.

Results {#sec7}
=======

We recorded from 21 slow PTNs in two rats and 67 slow PTNs in three macaque monkeys.

Recordings in Rats {#sec8}
------------------

The rat recordings allowed us establish that our stimulation and recording methods were capable of identifying slow-conducting PTNs. In these recordings, we were able to identify 21 slow PTNs in seven penetrations into the forelimb area of M1. PTNs were recorded when the probe tip was 1.1--1.7 mm (average 1.4 mm) below the cortical surface.

An example is shown in [Figure 1*A*](#f1){ref-type="fig"}--*C*. This PTN had an ADL of 14.6 ms, the longest we recorded in this study. Nevertheless it had a low antidromic threshold of only 75 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mu$\end{document}$A (1.2 T) shock; the antidromic response (marked •) showed very little latency jitter. [Figure 1*B*](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the response to two PT shocks with a 10 ms ISI, which was our standard search stimulus. The PTN followed both shocks (•), with slightly less jitter in the response to the second shock. Further confirmation of the antidromic nature of the response was obtained by showing that it followed a high-frequency train of three shocks at ISI 3 ms ([Fig. 1*C*](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, •).

![Rat. Antidromic responses of slow PTN in motor cortex. (*A*) Single PT shock (90 μA) evoked a response from a slow PTN (•) at 14.6 ms. (*B*) Responses to 2 × PT (90 μA) shocks with an ISI of 10 ms; the PTN showed antidromic responses to both shocks (•), the amplitude of the second spike was reduced. (*C*) Responses to 3 × PT (90 uA) shocks with an ISI of 3 ms; responses (•) were present to all three shocks, but with a marked decrease in spike amplitude. Isoflurane anesthesia was on for *A*--*C*. The reduction in amplitude with successive shocks was not seen in all rat PTNs, and it is unlikely that it was related to any failure in antidromic invasion, but rather was caused by changes in the spike generation mechanism when the PTNs were activated at high frequency. It is noticeable that the attenuation was less for the ISI 10 ms stimuli (*B*) than for ISI 3 ms (*C*).](bhz318f1){#f1}

We also tested whether the antidromic responses of slow PTNs with relatively low thresholds (\<120 μA) persisted when much stronger PT stimuli (up to 2 mA) were applied. In all four PTNs tested (including the example PTN in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), antidromic responses to both the first and second shocks were unaffected by these strong stimuli. Since such stimuli should have recruited a large amount of RI (see Methods), this result suggests that this inhibition was not strong enough to block antidromic invasion.

Anesthesia {#sec9}
----------

We tried to unmask any RI by removing supplementary isoflurane anesthesia, but again failed to see any differences in the yield of antidromic responses with or without isoflurane. Removal of isoflurane anesthesia increased the level of spontaneous activity but failed to reveal any new slow PTNs in the recordings. This was tested for 14 slow PTNs.

Latency and Threshold of Antidromic Responses {#sec10}
---------------------------------------------

[Figure 2*A*](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the ADLs of 17 slow rat PTNs, which could be measured accurately without contamination from other units or field potentials. ADLs were measured from the first clear inflection in the antidromic spike in averages of responses to a single PT shock. Most of these PTNs had ADLs between 4 and 8 ms. The corresponding thresholds are shown in [Figure 2*B*](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; although a few PTNs had very high thresholds, most were below 300 μA. There was no significant correlation between ADL and threshold for this population (*N* = 21, *r* = 0.06, *P* \> 0.5).

![Rat. Summary of slow PTN properties. (*A*) ADLs of 21 slow PTNs. Latencies were measured to the onset of the antidromic spike evoked by PT shocks with intensity of 1.2 × T. The latency range of these PTNs would correspond to CVs of 8 down to 1.4 m/s, assuming a PT-M1 conduction distance of 20 mm and a utilization time of 0.1 ms. (*B*) Distribution of current thresholds for antidromic responses.](bhz318f2){#f2}

Recordings in Macaques {#sec11}
----------------------

The rat experiments demonstrated the capacity of the multiple contact silicone probe to record from PTNs with slowly-conducting axons. We therefore proceeded to use the same methodology in three macaque experiments. The yield of slow PTNs was 67 PTNs in 25 successful penetrations (13 in 8 penetrations in monkey L; 15 in 8 in monkey N; and 39 in 9 in monkey O). The PTNs were recorded from the arm/hand area of M1 in penetrations made into the convexity of the precentral gyrus with the probe tip 0.9--1.8 mm (average 1.3 mm) below the cortical surface. The yield of PTNs varied substantially from one penetration to the next. The best recordings in terms of signal-to-noise were generally obtained on recording sites close to the probe's tip. [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows that using the silicon probe it was possible to record from clusters of PTNs at a single site (black dots), including one PTN with a long ADL (3.9 ms).

![Macaque. Group of PTNs in motor cortex. Superimposed responses (100 sweeps) recorded from the polyprobe at a depth of 1.3 mm in response to PT stimulation at 100 μA intensity. In this case the standard double shock, with an ISI of 10 ms, was given (see Methods) and the responses shown are to the second shock. Antidromic responses from four PTNs are present (black dots) including one with an ADL of 3.9 ms.](bhz318f3){#f3}

[Figure 4*A*](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows responses from a pair of slow PTNs with ADLs of 3.9 ms (small, earlier spike, and open circle) and 5.0 ms (larger, later spike, and black circle) to a single PT shock. Note that both PTNs exhibited very little jitter in ADL. These PTNs were both antidromically excited from the spinal cord via an electrode in the DLF at the C3 level ([Fig. 5*B*](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). The greater separation of the two spikes when activated from the cord compared with from the PT suggests variation in CV along the course of the axon.

![Macaque. Responses of slow PTNs to antidromic stimulation. (*A*) Response of two slow PTNs to a single PT shock at 420 μA. The earlier (smaller) PTN had an ADL of 3.9 ms (o) and a threshold of 80 μA, while the later (larger) one had an ADL of 5.0 ms (•) and threshold 350 μA. (*B*) These two PTNs also responded to stimulation of the spinal cord at C3 with a shock of 850 μA. Note the greater temporal separation of the two PTNs in response to the spinal versus PT stimulation. (*C*) Both PTNs followed 3 × PT with an ISI of 3 ms (intensity 420 μA). All three responses had a latency and amplitude identical to that seen with a single shock. (*D*) Both PTNs followed 2 × PT with an ISI of 10 ms (intensity 420 μA). (*E*) Response of the same pair of PTNs to 2 × PT at high intensity (2 mA). Both PTNs followed the double shock. In one sweep, a spontaneous discharge ('s') of the larger PTN occurred just before the first shock, which resulted in collision of the larger PTN to the first shock (flat line in recording labeled 'c'). Each row is a superimposition of 30 sweeps. Sevoflurane anesthesia was on for *A*--*D* but off for *E*.](bhz318f4){#f4}

![Macaque. Summary of slow PTN properties. (*A*) Stacked histograms of ADLs of 67 slow PTNs recorded in three macaques. Latencies were measured to the onset of the antidromic spike evoked by PT shocks with intensity of 1.2 × T. Black and gray bars indicate PTNs recorded, respectively, before and after intracortical biccuculine. Each bin is 0.5 ms wide and represents ADLs 0.25 before, and 0.25 after, the central tick-mark (i.e., for 4 ms it was ADLs falling between 3.75 ms and 4.25 ms). The latency range of these PTNs would correspond to CVs of \~12 to \~6 m/s, assuming a PT-M1 conduction distance of 47 mm and a utilization time of 0.1 ms. (*B*) Distribution of current thresholds for antidromic responses. Thresholds were determined in 61/67 cases. (*C*) Distribution of spike duration in 55 slow PTNs. Spike duration was measured from the negative trough to the positive peak of each average antidromic spike. Note that nearly all slow PTNs had broad spikes with durations \>500 μs.](bhz318f5){#f5}

High-Frequency Following of Antidromic Responses {#sec12}
------------------------------------------------

To confirm the antidromic nature of the measured responses, we checked that each PTN could follow a high-frequency train of 3 × PT shocks with an ISI of 3 ms. Both of the PTNs in [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} showed consistent, stable responses to all three shocks ([Fig. 4*C*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Of the 67 PTNs recorded, we were able to test 57 with high frequency 3 × PT shocks. All of them showed responses that followed all three shocks, although a minority of cases failed to exhibit 'perfect' following, that is, a response to all three shocks on every sweep (see below).

[Figure 4*D*](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows that both PTNs still responded to the second shock in a pair separated by an interval of 10 ms, when RI should be well developed. Of the 67 PTNs, we were able to test the PT double shock in 57 cases. All 57 PTNs responded to both shocks, although again a few showed less than perfect following, with the PTN occasionally failing to respond to the second shock (see below).

[Figure 4*E*](#f4){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates two further points. First, in spontaneously active PTNs, we were able to confirm the antidromic nature of PTN responses by demonstrating collision: a spontaneous discharge of the larger PTN that occurred just before PT stimulation (labeled 's' in [Fig. 4*E*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), collided the antidromic response to the first shock (labeled 'c'). Second, we showed that PTNs with low thresholds (such as the smaller PTN in [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, threshold 80 μA) continued to respond even after much stronger stimuli (2 mA in [Fig. 4*E*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) were applied to the PT. Such high-intensity shocks would be expected to excite a large number of fast PT fibers and generate a strong recurrent inhibitory effect. The maintained response at high intensities (which we confirmed in all 41 PTNs in which this test was carried out) suggests that RI exerted little effect on antidromic responses. High-intensity stimulation did not shorten the ADL.

Anesthesia {#sec13}
----------

In two monkeys (L and N), for each of 19 PTNs recorded, we tried to unmask any RI by temporarily lightening the anesthesia (removing the supplementary sevoflurane), but we did not observe any differences in the yield of antidromic responses. We saw no differences in antidromic effects recorded with (e.g., [Fig. 4*D*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) or without ([Fig. 4*E*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) sevoflurane. The ADL of slow PTNs was also unchanged by lightening anesthesia.

Latency, Latency Jitter, Threshold, and Duration of Antidromic Responses {#sec14}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the ADL of 67 slow PTNs ([Fig. 5*A*](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). ADLs were again measured from the first clear inflection in the antidromic spike in averages of responses to a single PT shock. Gray and black columns represent PTNs recorded respectively before (all three macaques) and after bicuculline injections (one macaque). PTNs had latencies between 3.9 and 7.2 ms. This range would correspond to a range of CVs of 12.4 down to 6.6 m/s. Note the break in the abscissa between 0 and 4 ms: we intentionally avoided testing and optimizing PTNs with shorter latencies, although many were recorded together with slow PTNs. In macaque O, there was no significant difference between ADLs of control PTNs (*n* = 16) versus those recorded after bicuculline (*n* = 23) (*P* \> 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

Slow PTNs showed little variation or jitter in ADL from one sweep to the next. We determined jitter by measuring the latency of each of around 100 consecutive sweeps with PT shocks at 1.2 T. We had to exclude slow PTNs with (1) a smaller antidromic spike whose timing was closer than the jitter window analysis to a bigger antidromic spike from another slow PTN, (2) low signal-to-noise (\<3, defined as ratio between the average antidromic spike amplitude and std calculated over sweeps at the point of the antidromic spike minimum), and (3) those from recordings with a high spontaneous background firing rate within the jitter analysis window (15% more than expected, i.e., equal to the number of PT stimuli and number of antidromic spikes). For the 52 slow PTNs we could analyze, the jitter, defined as the difference between earliest and latest antidromic spike within a 2 ms window around the minimum of the mean antidromic spike, ranged from 86 to 875 μs (median 284 μs) for the first of two PT shocks given at ISI 10 ms. Jitter was significantly smaller for responses to the second shock (range 65--697 μs, median 209 μs) (sign test, *P* = 0.0032).

[Figure 5*B*](#f5){ref-type="fig"} plots the antidromic thresholds of 61 slow PTNs for which the threshold could be determined. About half had thresholds of less than 300 μA. There was no significant correlation between ADL and threshold (*n* = 61, *r* = −0.08, *P* \> 0.5).

[Figure 5*C*](#f5){ref-type="fig"} plots the trough-to-peak duration of macaque slow PTNs. Unlike fast PTNs, many of which have 'thin' spikes ([@ref53]), it was noticeable that nearly all slow PTNs had rather broad spikes. For 55 well-isolated slow PTNs, we measured the duration of the spike from its negative trough to the succeeding positive peak ([@ref53]). With one exception, slow PTN spikes had widths ranging from 0.39 to 1.1 ms (mean 0.71 ms, SD 0.14 ms). The slow PTNs we sampled showed no obvious sign of initial segment-somadendritic (IS-SD) segmentation ([@ref14]).

Amplitude of PTN Spikes {#sec15}
-----------------------

A major advantage of the probe used is that if it moves slightly, the recorded cell just moves to a different contact on the probe, rather than being lost completely. For all analyses, we always used the channel with the largest peak-to-peak recorded spike; the amplitude was measured from the negative trough of the antidromic spike to either the preceding or the succeeding maximum positivity, whichever was larger. Most of the slow PTNs showed great variability in spike amplitude across the different contacts. For example, the slow PTN shown with an asterisk in [Figure 6*A*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} had an ADL of 4.1 ms. The antidromic spikes recorded from each of the 32 contacts were averaged and these 32 averages have been superimposed in [Figure 6*A*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. The spike had a peak-to-peak amplitude which varied from 104 μV on the middle contacts of the probe (see [Fig. 6*B*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) to a much smaller value on contacts located on the top and bottom of the probe. On these contacts spike amplitude fell below a pre-defined threshold, which was identified as three standard deviations above baseline activity, calculated from the level of activity between 21 and 24 ms after the onset of the second stimulus (i.e., well after any antidromic or synaptic effects evoked by this stimulus). The size of the asterisks in [Figure 6*B*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} represents changes in relative spike amplitude across the contacts; the contacts with the smallest spikes are shown by gray asterisks.

![Macaque. Amplitude and spread of PTN spikes recorded on multiple contact silicon probe. (*A*) Upper trace. Superimposed averages (each 100 sweeps) of antidromic activity simultaneously recorded on all 32 contacts of the polyprobe. The circle (o) marks a fast PTN with a short ADL (\<1.0 ms), the asterisk (^\*^) marks a slow PTN (ADL \~4.0 ms). The early PTN had an almost identical amplitude on all 32 contacts, while the amplitude of the slow PTN varied significantly between contacts. Antidromic spikes of small amplitude (\<\~20 μV), which did not cross a predefined threshold (see Results) are shown in gray. Lower traces show averages from the best contact for the slow PTN superimposed with a single sweep in which a spontaneous spike in the slow PTN ('s') collided the antidromic response in this PTN ('c'). (*B*) A map of polyprobe contacts. The size of circles (fast PTN) and asterisks (slow PTN) indicate the peak-to-peak amplitude of the corresponding antidromic spikes recorded across the array. Note the small variability in circle sizes (slightly larger toward the bottom of the probe) for fast PTN and much larger variability of asterisk sizes for slow PTN. Gray asterisks at the top and bottom of the probe correspond to the contacts, where the size of the slow PTN was smaller than the estimated threshold. (*C*) Median and 25--75 percentiles of the peak-to-peak spike amplitudes from PTNs with different negative trough ADLs (measured from stimulus onset to the largest negative point on the recorded spike). Bin size is 1 ms sliding in 0.25 ms steps, that is, first bin includes data with peak latencies between 0.25 and 1.25 ms, second, between 0.5 and 1.5 ms etc. Circled dots indicate median values. Note that the depth of the recording probe was adjusted to give the maximum amplitude for all slow PTNs (\>4 ms) while this was not the case for all those with shorter ADLs, which happened to be present in the same recordings as the slow PTNs. Fast PTNs with early latencies (0.5--2 ms) had large amplitude spikes while slow PTNs with latencies \>4 ms had small spikes. These latencies correspond to CVs ranging from \~90 m/s for the fastest PTNs to \~6 m/s for the slowest. (*D*) Median and 25--75 percentiles for the number of contacts on which antidromic spikes could be clearly distinguishable from noise. The possible maximum is 32 contacts; note that all fast PTNs with short ADLs were seen on all contacts.](bhz318f6){#f6}

By chance, at the same site at which this slow PTN was recorded, we also recorded a fast PTN with an early ADL of 0.7 ms (marked with a circle in [Fig. 6*A*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). This PTN had a spike amplitude (187 μV), which showed very little variation across contacts, as demonstrated by the near perfect overlap of the signals from all 32 contacts, and the similar size of the circles plotted in [Figure 6*B*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} to indicate action potential amplitude. The lower traces in [Figure 6*A*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} show the averages from the best contact for the slow PTN, and an example of collision of the slow PTN's antidromic response.

We analyzed all of the recordings to determine the distribution of amplitudes of PTN spikes across the different contacts. This analysis included the 67 slow PTNs with ADLs \>3.9 ms, but in addition other antidromic spikes that we could identify in the recording: these included 15 additional slow PTNs, which we were not able to investigate fully because of their small amplitude, and 66 fast PTNs with ADLs from 0.7 to 3.9 ms which we had previously ignored because of our focus on slow PTNs. While we optimized the position of the probe for all of the 67 slow PTNs, we did not do this for any of these 81 additional slow and fast PTNs. [Figure 6*C*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the peak-to-peak amplitudes of these spikes, for the contact that yielded the largest spike. The 25--75 percentile of the amplitudes, together with the median value, has been plotted against the 'trough latency' of the antidromic spike. This is the latency of the spike measured at its negative trough (for example, at the points indicated by 'o' and '^\*^' in [Fig. 6*A*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). This was easier to identify automatically than the onset latency (true ADL), especially for the smaller spikes or spikes contaminated by the field or other antidromic spikes.

[Figure 6*C*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows that most of the faster PTNs with trough latencies shorter than 2.0 ms exhibited a wide variety of large spike amplitudes, even though we did not optimize probe position for these PTNs. These fast PTNs had median values rising from 200 to over 600 μV. In contrast, slow PTNs with ADLs \>4.0 ms were mostly small, with median values between 100 and 200 μV. There was a significant negative correlation between amplitude and latency of spike troughs when all the data in [Figure 6*C*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} were included (*r* = −0.42, *P* \< 0.001, Spearman). However, if only the slow PTNs with trough latencies \>4.25 ms were considered, the correlation disappeared (*P* \> 0.2).

[Figure 6*D*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows a corresponding analysis for the number of contacts upon which a given PTN could be clearly identified above the calculated threshold (see above). Due to contamination of the antidromic spike by other antidromic spikes or field responses, this analysis was possible for only 133 cells out of 148 used for amplitude analysis. The fastest PTNs were present on all 32 contacts, while slow PTNs were present on fewer contacts, with a median of between 5 and 9. These results suggest that the fastest PTNs make up a distinct subpopulation of M1 PTNs. There was a significant negative correlation between number of contacts and trough latency for all data in [Figure 6*D*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} (*r* = −0.37, *P* \< 0.001, Spearman). However, if only the slow PTNs with trough latencies \>4.25 ms were considered, the correlation disappeared (*P* \> 0.7).

Failure of Antidromic Responses {#sec16}
-------------------------------

As stated above, every slow PTN tested with 3 × PT (ISI 3 ms) or 2 × PT (ISI 10 ms) shocks, at 1.2 T, showed responses that followed high-frequency stimulation. A few PTNs showed less than perfect following: for 2 × PT at 10 ms ISI, 5 of 57 tested PTNs (9%) showed a failure rate to the second shock of \>10%, and the highest failure rate was 37% (74 failures out of 200 sweeps).

In the example shown in [Figure 7*A*](#f7){ref-type="fig"}--*C*, a PTN with an ADL of 5.9 ms and low antidromic threshold (85 μA), sometimes failed to respond to the second of two shocks at 1.2 T (102 μA). On most sweeps (165/200; black traces in [Fig. 7*A*](#f7){ref-type="fig"}) the antidromic response was present to the second shock, but in the remaining 35 (gray traces), the PTN failed to respond. There was a high level of spontaneous activity in other neurons included in this recording, but the failures were not due to collision of the antidromic response, since there were no spontaneous spikes immediately preceding the second shock (no spikes in the gray traces). On sweeps with failures after the second shock, failures also occurred after the first PT shock, although with a slightly lower rate (in the gray traces, some antidromic responses to the first shock were present). The averages of responses (black) and failures (gray) are shown in [Figure 7*B*](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. The failures showed no obvious clustering during the sequence of 200 sweeps: in [Figure 7*C*](#f7){ref-type="fig"} each vertical line indicates the occurrence of a sweep with a failed response to the second shock.

![Macaque. Failure of antidromic invasion in slow PTNs. (*A*) 200 superimposed sweeps showing responses of a slow PTN to paired PT shocks (ISI 10 ms) at 102 μA intensity. There were 35 failures of the antidromic response to the second shock (in gray). ADL of this PTN was 5.8 ms and threshold 85 μA. There was a high level of spontaneous activity in other neurons, but not in this PTN (no spontaneous spikes in gray sweeps and no collisions evident). Recordings were taken in macaque O before bicuculline injection. (*B*) Averaged sweeps for this PTN using all 165 sweeps in which the PTN responded to both shocks (black), and for 35 sweeps in which it failed to the second PT shock (dashed). (*C*) Shows the timeline of the 200 paired stimuli; the vertical lines mark the sweeps on which the PTN failed to respond to the second shock. There was no obvious grouping of these failures. (*D*) Recordings from monkey O from another PTN (ADL 5.5 ms and threshold 360 µA), recorded 59 min after an intracortical injection of bicuculline. In this case, there were 22 failures in 200 sweeps (gray). Stimulus intensity 432 µA. (*E*) Averaged sweeps for this PTN using all 178 sweeps in which the PTN responded to both shocks (black), and for 22 sweeps in which it failed to the second PT shock (dashed). (*F*) As in *C* above.](bhz318f7){#f7}

[Figure 7 *D--F*](#f7){ref-type="fig"} shows a second case in which a slow PTN (ADL 5.5 ms) also showed regular failures (gray traces; 18 out of 200 sweeps). This PTN also failed to respond to both the first and second shocks on the same sweep. This PTN was recorded after an intracortical injection of bicuculline (see below). Once again there was no obvious clustering of the failure sweeps ([Fig. 7*F*](#f7){ref-type="fig"}).

Spinal Termination of Slow PTNs {#sec17}
-------------------------------

In two macaques, we investigated whether slow PTNs could also be antidromically excited from the spinal cord, identifying them as corticospinal (example shown in [Fig. 4*B*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Of 28 PTNs tested, 16 responded antidromically to shocks delivered to the spinal cord via electrodes at either C3 (12 PTNs) or C6 (4 PTNs).

Effects of Bicuculline {#sec18}
----------------------

We looked for changes in the cortical responses to PT stimulation after bicuculline was microinjected into the motor cortex of two macaques. In monkey N, three injections (of 1, 1, and 5 μL of 50 μM bicuculline (25 μg/μL) were injected at around hourly intervals. The effects were very clear cut, so in the second experiment (macaque O), we tested a much lower concentration of 3 μM (1.5 μg/μL), making four 0.5 μL injections over a 9 h period, totalling 2 μL.

In both cases, within a few minutes of injection, bicuculline induced strong rhythmic bursting activity in M1, which was synchronous with seizure movements of the contralateral hand and digits. An example from macaque O is shown in [Figure 8*A*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}; these bursts, each with a duration of about 300--400 ms, occurred every few seconds. This bursting activity lasted for around 1 h after injection.

![Macaque. Effects of intracortical bicuculline. (*A*) Records showing spontaneous bursting of spike activity in M1 9.6 min after a microinjection of 0.5 μL of bicuculline (3 μM, 1.5 μg/μL) close to the recording site. Each sweep is 1 s in duration and includes two consecutive pairs of PT stimuli (2 × PT) and contains one burst of activity lasting around 400 ms. Bursts of spikes in the cortex occurred about once per 2--3 s and each burst was associated with strong seizures in the contralateral hand. Recordings from three different contacts (red, green, and blue, C0, C6, and C16 respectively) on the polyprobe are shown; the same PTN (see *D* and *E*) was recorded on both the red and the green channels; it continued to fire regularly after the burst was over (300--700 ms). (*B*) Plots showing frequency of multiunit spiking activity recorded in M1 just before the bicuculline injection was started (time zero), and then for 35 min after the injection. Multiunit activity was estimated on the same three channels as shown in A (same color code) on which PTNs were recorded, and also from 21 other contacts ('Oth', light blue), with no PTNs present. Spikes were detected on each sweep, from 60 to 390 ms after PT stimulus onset (to exclude stimulation artifact and stimulus evoked activity), and averaged with a moving window of 100 s sliding with each sweep. Note the steep increase in firing rate on all contacts around 5 min after the onset of the injection, which after a peak around 10 min, maintained high rates. (*C*) Plots of the averaged rectified activity that was recorded between 3.5 and 8.0 ms after the second of two PT shocks (ISI 10 ms; intensity 750 μA) from 24 contacts (same color code as in *A* and *B*) for the same part of the experiment as in *B*. This activity after the second shock was assumed to be antidromic, because, in general, synaptically-evoked activity did not follow two shocks. For each point, activity was averaged with a moving window of 100 s (200 sweeps) sliding with each sweep (0.5 s). Higher values of activity for two contacts (6 and 16, red and green) indicate presence of a slow PTN (ADL 5.7 ms) on these contacts. The activity in 22 other contacts (blue and light blue) remained fairly constant throughout the 35 min after injection onset, suggesting that no new PTNs were unmasked by bicuculline. Double shock recordings were not available for the period 14--17 min postinjection. (*D*) Antidromic identification of the PTN recorded in *A*. Thick trace is average of 200 responses to a single shock at 750 μA. The single superimposed sweep shows a spontaneous spike in this PTN ('s') colliding ('c') the antidromic response. (*E*) Responses to the second of two PT shocks (750 μA) at four different time points just after (*a*), 5 (*b*), 25 (*c*) and 35 (*d*) min after injection onset (vertical dashed lines). Before the recording, a slow PTN (ADL 5.7 ms, threshold 375 μA) was present on two contacts (6 and 16, red and green). It appeared slightly larger on the 'red' channel (*a*). The same PTN was present throughout the post-injection period (*b*--*d*) with slight changes in relative amplitude (larger on the green channel in (*d*), see also a switch in integrated antidromic activity red and green curves in (*D*), illustrating the same property). Although there were signs of several other small antidromic responses at 3--6 ms after the shock, there were no large increases or changes in these as a result of the bicuculline injection. Each curve is an average of 200 sweeps.](bhz318f8){#f8}

We also noticed a sharp increase in the overall spontaneous firing rate of multiunit activity at the layer V recording site ([Fig. 8*B*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Multiunit firing rates were estimated from the number of threshold (median + 4 std) crossings between 60 and 390 ms after the PT stimulus onset (to exclude any spikes in the period immediately following PT shocks). This included many of the periods of bursting such as that in the early part of [Figure 8*A*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}. We found that the spiking rate increased from around 5--20 spikes/s before injection to over 50 spikes/s and, for some channels, to over 100 spikes/s (red and green traces in [Fig. 8*A*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). These increases were seen on channels with antidromic PTN activity (red, blue, and green) and on other channels with no signs of PTNs (cyan). Increases were sustained for at least 35 min after injection.

If antidromic spikes in slow PTNs were suppressed by RI, we would have expected a sustained increase in longer-latency antidromic activity after bicuculline. We assessed this activity by averaging rectified activity recorded on each channel for the period of 3.5--8 ms after the second of two PT shocks (intensity of each 450 μA) at ISI 10 ms. Since slow PTNs responded to both shocks, while other, synaptic effects failed to respond to the second shock, almost all of the activity after this second shock should be antidromic in nature. In contrast to spontaneous spiking activity, we saw no clear changes in the amount of slow antidromic activity evoked from the PT after bicuculline ([Fig. 8*C*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Although antidromic activity was present on both the green and red probe channels (see [Fig. 8*A*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}), these channels did not show any sustained increases after bicuculline. Other channels (blue, cyan) with less antidromic activity in the control period, also showed no increases after the injection. These results suggest that there was no additional late (3--8 ms) antidromic activity recruited as a result of the disinhibition generated by bicuculline.

Finally, we looked at antidromic responses in single neurons in the postbicuculline period ([Fig. 8*E*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). One slow PTN (ADL 5.7 ms; identification and collision in [Fig. 8*D*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}) with a large spike was present on two probe channels (red, green in [Fig. 8*A*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}) both before ([Fig. 8*E*(*a*)](#f8){ref-type="fig"}) and after the injection (*b*--*d*). Its ADL was unchanged by bicuculline injection. There was a slight drift in electrode position over the 35 min of recording, indicated by the change in relative spike size on these channels (red \> green before and green \> red after 35 min (*d*)), confirming that the electrode was still among PTNs. There were many small antidromic potentials on these and other channels (blue, multiple other channels represented by cyan traces), but these did not change as a result of the injection (cf., [Fig. 8*C*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}).

Similar results were obtained in the experiment in monkey N, where a larger amount of bicuculline was injected. In this case, there was again strong rhythmic bursting and seizures. Once again we saw increased spontaneous firing rates, but no obvious changes in antidromic activity. These results demonstrate that injection of bicuculline did not reveal any additional slow PTNs.

In macaque O, we compared the characteristics of slow PTNs recorded before and after bicuculline injection. [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows that the distributions of ADLs and antidromic thresholds were similar before (open bars) and after (shaded bars). We also assessed whether failure of antidromic invasion was changed by bicuculline. In this macaque, we tested 16 slow PTNs before bicuculline and 22 after; PTNs exhibiting signs of failure were actually not more common after bicuculline (6/22, 27%) than before (3/16, 19%, *χ*^2^ test *P* \> 0.5) for the 2 × PT paradigm, and the same was true for the 3 × PT paradigm (36% and 20%, respectively).

Discussion {#sec19}
==========

A full understanding of the corticospinal system depends upon the discovery of the function of all of its constituent fibers. While a great deal has been learned about its fast-conducting components, in humans and other animal species, our knowledge of the function of the slow fibers is rudimentary, despite the fact that they are well-defined in the neuroanatomical literature and make up the largest proportion of the corticospinal tract.

To study the function of these slow PTNs, it is essential to be able to record their activity and identify them electrophysiologically. We have demonstrated that it is possible to use a multiple contact silicon electrode to record from slow PTNs in both the rat and the macaque monkey. Our definition of 'slow' corresponds to an ADL of \~4.0 ms or longer in the macaque, with an axonal CV of around 10 m/s or slower, and in the rat, \~2.6 ms or longer, with again a CV of 10 m/s or slower. These slow PTNs were identified antidromically from the PT, and were characterized by the standard criteria of sharp threshold, relatively fixed latency with low jitter (especially after the second of two PT shocks), high frequency following, and, where possible, the collision test.

Range of Antidromic Latencies of Slow PTNs {#sec20}
------------------------------------------

The initial studies in the rat established that our recording methodology could yield PTNs with CVs in the lowest range expected, with several PTNs having ADLs \>4 ms, longer than those reported in a previous study ([@ref29]). Using the same methodology, we subsequently recorded slow PTNs from macaque M1 with ADLs ranging from 3.9 to 7.2 ms ([Figs 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [9*A*](#f9){ref-type="fig"}, black bars). The sample in this study was clearly very different from that in many previous studies in the macaque, which have been dominated by PTNs with short ADLs (e.g., [@ref5]; [@ref11]; [@ref8]; [@ref6]). [Figure 9*A*](#f9){ref-type="fig"} compares the slow PTN ADLs recorded in this study (black bars) with those reported by [@ref53]; gray bars). If we assume a conduction distance of 47 mm from PT to M1 (see [@ref6]), the slow PTNs sampled in these recordings came from PTNs with axon CVs ranging from 12 down to 6.6 m/s, with a median value of 9.5 m/s. The relationship between CV and axon size is captured by the Hursh factor ([@ref12]). If we assume a Hursh factor of 6 m/s for every micron of fiber diameter, the slowest conducting PTN which we were able to record would have had an axon with a diameter of just over 1 μm.

![Macaque. ADLs and spike durations of fast and slow PTNs. (*A*) Comparison of ADLs of the 67 slow PTNs recorded from M1 in this study (black bars), with latencies of 151 M1 PTNs recorded two awake macaques using single platinum-in-glass microelectrodes (light gray bars; data from [@ref53]). Note the very small numbers of slow PTNs in the latter study. (*B*) Spike duration for the PTNs in this study (black circles, *n* = 55), plotted against the ADL of each PTN. The correlation between spike duration and ADL for the slow PTNs was significant (*R* = 0.44, *P* \< 0.001).](bhz318f9){#f9}

In the rat, most ADLs ranged from 2.6 to 7.3 ms. An estimated conduction distance of 20 mm would correspond to CVs of 7.7 down to 2.7 m/s for the axons of these PTNs. Again, applying a Hursh factor of six, the slower value would correspond to an axon diameter of around 0.5 μm. One exceptional PTN had an ADL of 14.6 ms ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), which would have conducted at only 1.4 m/s with an estimated axon diameter of only 0.2 μm (if it were myelinated), similar to the lowest value reported by [@ref19]). The largest PT axons in the rat are around 3 μm and fastest CV is around 18 m/s ([@ref29]; [@ref19]).

It is known that in both macaque and rat, the PT as a whole contains many axons with diameters smaller than 1 μm ([@ref10]; [@ref19]; [@ref6]) and a recent study by [@ref13]) showed fine axons in both the PT and CST labeled by injections in macaque M1. The median value for M1 fibers in the PT was reported to be only 1.09 μm.

Thus although we report recordings from a population of slow PTNs, one might expect, on the basis of the anatomical literature, more slow PTNs with latencies longer than reported here. That discrepancy is particularly striking in the macaque, because, if assumptions about the Hursh factor are correct, none of the slow PTNs we recorded would have had axons with diameters smaller than 1 μm. We discuss below the different possible explanations for this finding.

Are Fine Axons in the PT Activated by Test Stimuli? {#sec21}
---------------------------------------------------

We employed a search stimulus of 750 μA with a biphasic configuration with each phase 100 μs in duration, which is the same as used in earlier studies of fine axons in the callosum ([@ref55]) and corticospinal tract ([@ref29]). Most of the slow PTNs we recorded, in both macaque and rat, had thresholds of 300 μA or less ([Figs 2*B*](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [5*B*](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, respectively), less than half the search stimulus intensity. We did routinely test higher strengths (up to 2 mA) to see if we had missed antidromic responses, and this yielded a few additional (four) PTNs, but certainly did not recruit a significant additional population of slower PTNs. Indeed, we found no significant relationship between ADL and antidromic threshold for slow PTNs (cf [@ref6]) for fast PTNs), and the slowest PTN we recorded (ADL 14.6 ms) had a threshold of only 75 μA ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We suggested previously that antidromic threshold shows a greater dependency on the location of a fiber relative to the stimulating electrode than on fiber size ([@ref6]). We conclude that the stimuli we used were effective in activating fine axons in the PT.

Does Electrode Recording Bias Mean that Slow PTNs are Missed? {#sec22}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We decided to use the multiple contact silicon probe approach because slow PTNs are conspicuously lacking in the literature on PTNs in macaque primary motor cortex, and this may be partly due to the well-known bias, when using single metal extracellular microelectrodes, toward larger cells with faster axons ([@ref51]; [@ref11]; [@ref16]). For example, in our earlier study of awake macaques ([@ref6]), recorded from M1 using metal microelectrodes, we found only 7% of PTNs with ADLs of \>4.0 ms. The longest ADL for M1 was 5.6 ms.

In contrast, the present study yielded many slow PTNs; the yield was 67 slow PTNs from 25 successful penetrations in the macaques. However, spikes from slow PTNs were generally small, difficult to isolate, and unstable. [Figure 6*A,B*](#f6){ref-type="fig"} show that spikes from slow PTNs exhibited considerable variation in amplitude across the 32 different contacts on the probe, and many were only discriminable on just a few contacts ([Fig. 6*D*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, spikes from fast PTNs often had large amplitude spikes ([Fig. 6*A*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}--*C*) and could be recorded on every contact on the probe ([Fig. 6*D*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). These properties suggest that the fastest PTNs represent a distinct subpopulation of cells with large somas and fast axons, consistent with the well-established fact that, when recording with single microelectrodes in M1, it is relatively easy to isolate fast PTNs, and to maintain stable recordings from them (see 'Experimenter bias' below).

Overall, we found significant negative correlations between ADL and spike amplitude on the optimal contact, and between ADL and the number of contacts on which the spike could be clearly recognized. But this correlation was primarily driven by the difference between fast and slow PTNs. The correlations for both measures disappeared if only slow PTNs with trough latency above 4.25 ms were taken into consideration (*P* \> 0.2 and *P* \> 0.7, respectively). Importantly, for the 67 slow PTNs (ADL 3.9--7.2 ms) whose amplitude was carefully optimized, there was no significant correlation between amplitude and ADL (*P* \> 0.15). This result suggests that soma size, which is probably the main factor influencing spike amplitude, and axon size (CV) may not be correlated for slow PTNs. Some studies which have compared PTN soma size with axon size have found a correlation ([@ref39]), while others have not ([@ref8]).

Failure to Evoke Antidromic Responses {#sec23}
-------------------------------------

Failure to evoke antidromic responses has been reported previously ([@ref24]; [@ref47]). We saw some evidence of this phenomenon in the macaque recordings ([Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). However, failure rates were generally low: for the 2 × PT shock test, only 9% of PTNs showed failure in \>10% of sweeps. Failures could occur both after the first and second shock of the 2 × PT pair ([Fig. 7*A*](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). This limited degree of failure in the sampled PTNs would not have compromised their antidromic identification. These failures could have occurred because the axon in the PT was not activated (see above) or because the antidromic impulse failed to invade the cell body of the PTN. Failure to invade might be related to the degree of depolarization at the moment that the antidromic spike arrives at the IS, but if so, it is remarkable that the number of PTNs showing some evidence of failure was not higher after bicuculline microinjections, which would have depolarized the PTNs, judging by their increased firing rate ([Fig. 8*B*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). Clearly failure would need to be much more severe to prevent identification as PTNs, but we cannot exclude that this might be a property of the very slowest PTNs and therefore explain their absence from our recordings.

The slow PTNs we sampled appeared to show only slight activity-dependent changes in ADL ([@ref45]; [@ref46]). When a neuron discharges spontaneously, its axon undergoes periods of super-and subnormal conduction. These can lead to large changes (\>1 ms) in the latency of antidromic spikes in some systems, including callosal ([@ref45]; [@ref42]) and bulbospinal neurons ([@ref2]) but not others ([@ref52]). By using double shocks, it is possible to demonstrate that responses exhibiting latency jitter after the first shock show less jitter after the second shock, since those responses are less affected by preceding spontaneous activity ([@ref45]).

Even though some of the slow PTNs in our sample were spontaneously active, they generally showed only small amounts of jitter (\~100 μs) in the ADL of responses to the first shock. As expected, jitter was usually even less after the second shock (see, for e.g., [Fig. 1*B*](#f1){ref-type="fig"} (rat) and [Fig. 7*D*](#f7){ref-type="fig"} (macaque)). These observations suggest that the super- and subnormal periods in slow PTN axons may be relatively short. They further suggest that it is unlikely that we missed any particularly slow PTNs because they had very variable ADLs and their responses were therefore not recognized as antidromic. Indeed, during recordings, we observed that whenever spikes showed responses with a highly variable latency to the first shock, they always failed to respond to the second shock, and we therefore classified such responses as synaptic in nature.

Does Recurrent Inhibition Block Antidromic Invasion of Slow PTNs? {#sec24}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

It has been suggested that one reason for the lack of slow PTNs in the electrophysiological literature is that PT stimulation excites the axons of fast PTNs with intracortical collaterals that could activate inhibitory interneurons synapsing on slow PTNs ([@ref13]). As a result, the fast RI of these PTNs would begin before the arrival of antidromic potentials from their axons, with the consequence that antidromic invasion might be prevented.

RI has been reported in a number of studies using intracellular recording from pyramidal neurons ([@ref32]; [@ref44]; [@ref43]; [@ref49]), all which show that RI is long-lasting and frequency dependent. The onset latency of RI in pyramidal neurons after PT stimulation has been reported to be between 8 and 40 ms. [@ref9]) made intracellular recordings from a small number of slow PTNs in macaque motor cortex and found that recurrent IPSPs could begin as early as 1.5--5.0 ms after a single PT shock, and last for 40--50 ms. Interestingly, these IPSPs did not prevent antidromic activation and identification of these slowly-conducting neurons. If RI explains blockade of antidromic responses, we anticipated that it would be more pronounced for the second of two paired PT shocks (10 ms ISI) and that failure would generally be higher for repetitive than for single stimuli.

We did not find any evidence of this sort in our sample of slow PTNs. All of them showed following of both 3 × PT, with an ISI of 3 ms, and 2 × PT at 10 ms ISI, despite the fact that later shocks should have sent antidromic volleys into slow PTNs at times when RI should have been most pronounced. In PTNs showing some failures, these occurred both on single shocks, and to a similar extent for both the first and second shocks of the 2 × PT pair ([Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}).

For PTNs with low antidromic thresholds, one might argue that RI from fast PTNs might be weak because only small numbers of their fibers would be activated by weak stimuli. We explored this by applying large shocks (up to 2 mA) to see if this would block any of the antidromic responses (e.g., [Fig. 4*E*](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This was not the case in the 41 macaque PTNs that we tested with such strong stimulation.

Since RI is likely to be reduced by anesthesia, we compared antidromic responses with and without supplementary gas anesthesia, but again never saw any significant depression of antidromic responses when anesthesia was lightened.

Attempts to Block Recurrent Inhibition by Intracortical Microinjections of Bicuculline {#sec25}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since RI is known to be mediated by GABA~A~ inhibitory synapses, it has been suggested that blocking GABA~A~ action might reveal slow PTNs whose antidromic responses are blocked by RI. This was tested in two macaques. In the first monkey, we tried small volumes of a 50 μM solution injected close to the M1 recording site, and this produced strong bursting activity in the cortex and seizure activity in contralateral hand and digits. In the second monkey, we found that a much weaker concentration (3 μM or 1.5 μg/μL) produced very similar effects. This latter, lower dose is at the low end of a range of concentrations used in previous studies in the monkey ([@ref27], [@ref28]; [@ref54]; [@ref7]). It was still very effective in inducing bursting activity and seizures ([Fig. 8*A*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}) and in significantly increasing firing rate at the nearby recording site ([Fig. 8*B*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). However despite these striking effects, bicuculline, at either the high or the low concentrations used, did not unmask any new antidromic effects, either at the antidromic mass potential ([Fig. 8*C*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}) or at the single unit level ([Fig. 8*E*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}), despite the fact that the recording probe was maintained in layer V throughout the postinjection period, as evidenced by the continued presence of slow PTNs recorded prior to injection.

Two further points are worth making: in one macaque, we compared the ADLs and antidromic thresholds of PTNs recorded before and after bicuculline, and these were very similar ([Fig. 5*A*,*B*](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, we saw no evidence for PTNs with longer ADLs (\>8 ms) after bicuculline. The second point is that if antidromic failure is the result of RI, one might predict a lower rate of failure after bicuculline. But in the few PTNs that did show some failures ([Fig. 7*D*](#f7){ref-type="fig"}--[*F*](#f7){ref-type="fig"}), this was not the case.

It could also be argued that recurrent *facilitation* from other corticospinal axons could interfere with antidromic activation of slow PTNs ([@ref16]). However, given that bicuculline would be expected to increase these effects greatly (by blocking any antagonistic inhibitory effects), and that we did see greatly increased spontaneous activity, it is significant that antidromic responses were unaffected.

In conclusion, although one might expect RI to be reduced by the GABA~A~-blocker bicuculline, this did not reveal new populations of slow PTNs.

An Additional Factor: Experimenter Bias {#sec26}
---------------------------------------

There is also an element of experimenter bias to consider as a further explanation of the dearth of slow PTNs in published recordings. Because recordings from fast PTNs are generally larger in amplitude and more stable than those from smaller, slow unstable PTNs, there is a tendency not to pursue slower PTNs. This may be particularly true in awake animals performing a trained task, where it is essential to retain recordings from the same neuron throughout acquisition of sufficient behavioral trials to allow full analysis. In the current study, we would probably not have collected as many slow PTNs had we not, at the outset, deliberately excluded focusing on the fast PTNs that were present in the recordings. The use of more sensitive recording probes makes it possible to partly offset the bias toward fast PTNs, and these methods will be needed if we are to gain insights into the activity of slow PTNs during well-characterized motor and other behaviors. We are also aware that some slow PTNs, although antidromically activated, may be 'silent,' not showing any spontaneous, task-related discharge, as has been documented in the macaque callosal system ([@ref42]).

Sampling the Very Slowest PTNs {#sec27}
------------------------------

In the macaque recordings, we did not find any slow PTNs with ADLs longer than 7.2 ms (estimated CV 6.6 m/s). One possibility is that spikes generated by slower-conducting PTNs, with ADLs \>8 ms, may have been just too small to record, even with the silicon probe. However, as pointed out above, there was no obvious correlation between ADL and spike amplitude for slow PTNs, so it is not obvious why these slowest PTNs went undetected, unless they represent another distinct neurophysiological subpopulation.

Given the fact that the macaque PT contains many fibers with diameters of \<1 μm, we might have expected that these very slow PTNs would be present in greater numbers. Applying a Hursh factor of 6, the very smallest axons (\~0.2--0.5 μm; [@ref13]) emanating from M1 should conduct with velocities as low as 1--2 m/s axons, which would give an estimated ADL \>20 ms.

However, even when we searched in the recordings for additional very small but identifiable antidromic responses, we never found any beyond 8 ms (see [Fig. 6*C*,*D*](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) and antidromic activity of any kind was not apparent at these long latencies (see [Fig. 8*E*](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, for example). Thus, an alternative explanation might be that the Hursh factor of six does not apply to fine myelinated axons in the macaque corticospinal tract. This has never been tested directly. Fine fibers may display other differences from fast fibers which could influence CV, including the ratio of myelin to fiber diameter and the internodal distance ([@ref56]; [@ref37]; [@ref13]). So the possibility remains that if the Hursh factor were higher for fine axons (e.g., 12--15 rather than 6), the predicted minimum CVs would be much closer to those we sampled (i.e., \~6 m/s). This would explain why we never saw signs of antidromic activity representing even lower CVs.

Prospect: Functional Properties of Slow PTNs {#sec28}
--------------------------------------------

To date, our knowledge of corticospinal function appears to have been informed mostly by the physiology of the fast-conducting components ([@ref6]). Understanding the slow-conducting axons of the corticospinal tract is important for at least two reasons: their large numbers in relation to the fast PTNs, and the fact that they may play a significant role in recovery from damage to the CST, since they are less vulnerable to trauma than the fast fibers ([@ref1]; [@ref34]), and it is known that trauma can change myelination and conduction properties ([@ref40]).

The present study already revealed some potentially important features of slow PTNs which might give some clues to their function. First, we showed that some of these slow PTNs project into the spinal cord. It is known that corticospinal projections from M1 target mostly the intermediate zone of the spinal gray matter and the ventral horn, largely avoiding the dorsal horn laminae ([@ref35]; [@ref30]). If there were a general relationship between PTN soma size and axon diameter ([@ref39]), then it is interesting to note that some of the layer V corticospinal neurons that were transneuronally labeled by [@ref36] had very small soma diameters, hinting that some slow PTNs could make direct, cortico-motoneuronal connections. Monosynaptic effects from these PTNs would be expected to have late onsets, and such effects have been reported ([@ref26]; [@ref57]).

The long conduction times in slow PTNs from cortex to cervical spinal cord, which we estimate to be around 15--20 ms for those sampled here (vs., \~4 to 5 ms for faster PTNs), would seem to preclude them from contributing to the initiation of fast upper limb movements or to rapid transcortical reflexes involving cortico-motoneuronal cells ([@ref3]; [@ref41]). However, slow PTNs might contribute to slower changes in postural set or reflex excitability ([@ref50]).

[Figure 9*B*](#f9){ref-type="fig"} shows another interesting property of macaque slow PTNs. They have broad spikes, with a trough-to-peak duration of 0.4--0.7 ms ([Fig. 9*B*](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). This contrasts strongly with the brief 'thin' spikes exhibited by fast-conducting PTNs in M1 ([@ref53], Fig. 5; see also [@ref48], for the first observation of this kind, made on cat PTNs). The mean spike duration for these 55 slow PTNs was 0.71 ms, compared to 0.30 ms for the 146 fast PTNs (ADL \< 4.0 ms) recorded by Vigneswaran et al (2011). However, comparison of spike duration of PTNs recorded in the awake monkey with those recorded under anesthesia is not straightforward, because different anesthetic regimes may influence spike duration. For the slow PTN group reported here there was strong positive correlation between spike duration and ADL (*r* = 0.44, *P* = 0.001). The brief spike durations in fast PTNs may be related to their capacity to discharge high frequency bursts of action potentials; it will be important to discover the discharge patterns of slow PTNs in awake animals, and whether they follow rules that may govern the structure and function of neurons with fine axons (see [@ref31]). As mentioned above, the low jitter in ADL possibly hints at fast recovery cycles in slow PTNs.

In terms of synaptic inputs to slow PTNs, these will need to be determined in the awake animal and compared with the rich proprioceptive inputs known to influence fast PTNs in M1 ([@ref23]; [@ref58]; [@ref20]). The original proposal that slow PTNs receive strong RI from fast PTNs may need to be revisited.

Conclusions {#sec29}
===========

We have demonstrated that it is possible to record from slow PTNs in M1 of both macaque and rat using a multiple contact silicon probe. Thus, we have partly addressed the well-known discrepancy in the literature between the distribution of PT axon diameters and ADLs/CVs. The results suggest that the main factor is the bias toward recording from fast PTNs, which represent a distinct subpopulation of M1 PTNs. Although we could isolate spikes from slow PTNs with the probe, they were generally small and difficult to record for long periods. Importantly, we found no evidence that RI of slow PTNs by fast-conducting PT fibers is a factor in masking or blocking antidromic invasion. Failure of antidromic impulses to invade slow PTNs was only rarely found. Whether or not we sampled the entire range of slow PTNs in M1 remains open, but we have at least shown that it is possible to record from some of these neurons. This study therefore opens up the possibility of investigating them in the awake animal and thereby advancing our understanding of the contributions made by the small and numerous fine fibers within the PT (and possibly in other central pathways) in both health and disease.
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